
Introduction

Modernorum quidam . . . conati insuper fermento mendatii meram ac 
simplicem ipsam corrumpere ueritatem et ueritatis pallio mendatium 
obumbrare. . . . ad tantam eciam stulticiam deuenerunt, ut quibusdam 
monstruosarum fabularum laruis repertis diuersas partes sibique repug-
nantes coniungere niterentur. . . . Horum tamen omnium studia diuersa 
magnam utilitatem sequentibus attulerunt, quia, . . . quid eligendum qui-
due respuendum foret, posterorum iudicio reliquerunt.

[Some contemporary (writers), have attempted to corrupt the pure and 
simple truth with a lie and to hide their lie behind a cloak of truth. They 
have gone to such lengths of stupidity as to attempt, having invented ma-
levolent spirits of monstrous tales, to join together different items con-
tradictory to each other. . . . But the various efforts of all these (writers) 
has granted one great favor to those following them, that . . . they have 
left it to the judgment of those following them what is to be favored and 
what is to be rejected.]

Dolopathos

Medieval short stories took many forms from the middle of the twelfth cen-
tury until the end of the fourteenth century. During this period, oral tradition 
passed to written record and short stories were transcribed, translated, and 
preserved in various collections. The Old French fabliaux constitute one pop-
ular form of short narrative. Known for their humor and ostensible frivolity, 
the fabliaux left a significant mark on subsequent short stories. Two features 
of the genre stand out: fabliaux often figure in collections of stories, and they 
lend themselves to reworkings.
 In the middle of the fourteenth century, Giovanni Boccaccio codified me-
dieval short fiction in his collection of one hundred novelle called the Decam
eron (1349–51). The Decameron would be imitated for centuries, in large part 
because of the ways in which it transformed the medieval short story and 
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story collections. One of the innovations of the novella was that it brought to-
gether different types of narrative material under a new, uniform genre. Many 
of the tales in Boccaccio’s masterpiece resemble Old French fabliaux, yet the 
influence of the fabliaux on the Decameron has been underrated. Most com-
parisons of the fabliaux to the Decameron are limited to the thematic similari-
ties observed in select stories.1 In this study I argue that the influence of the 
fabliaux on the Decameron surpasses the thematic to reach the structure of the 
work. Similarly, the manuscripts that preserve the fabliaux have been noted 
for their resemblance to the Decameron,2 but only in general terms. No previ-
ous study has shown specifically how Boccaccio adapted the so-called fabliaux 
anthologies, since the Eastern story collections are privileged as sources for 
the cornice, the frame narrative that unites Boccaccio’s hundred tales.3 The 
present analysis offers an account of the contributions of the codices that 
preserve the fabliaux to the structure of the Decameron, and specifically to 
the order of the novelle. Moreover, it outlines the ways in which the fabliaux 
function and interact with other genres in their manuscript contexts, which 
heralded the creation of the novella. This study proposes to explain the reason 
the fabliaux, more than any other type of medieval short fiction in Old French, 
influenced the Decameron. A critical trait of the fabliaux distinguishes them 
from other types of contemporaneous short stories, operates in the antholo-
gies in which they were preserved, and was adapted by Boccaccio at all levels 
of his Decameron: reversal.
 Reversal in the fabliaux brings together linguistic and thematic opposites, 
such as truth and lies or life and death, and interchanges them in order to 
show that these opposites offer equally valid positions from which the stories 
can be interpreted. Reversal also allows the fabliaux to adapt to a variety of 
contemporaneous genres, often through parody, while still maintaining their 
fundamental character and humor. While some scholars have noted thematic 
and structural reversals in the fabliaux,4 none has undertaken a systematic 
analysis of this mechanism or has identified reversal as a defining feature of 
either the fabliau or the Boccaccian novella. This study combines a literary-
historical approach with elements of formalism to define reversal using the 
terms of medieval rhetoric and logic. Although the use of reversal in this 
study at times complements Michael Riffaterre’s definition of inversion—one 
of the mechanisms by which the idiolect of the texts transforms the sociolect 
to produce meaning5—the current use of reversal is concerned with more 
traditional notions of literary influence and sources, as it also encompasses 
rhetoric, thematics, and structure in the stories and their collections.
 As a key feature of the fabliaux, reversal functions in several ways. Fun-
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damentally, reversal emphasizes any binary system at work in the fabliaux 
tradition. A binary system should be understood as the opposition of “logical 
minimal pairs,” such as black and white, male and female, alive and dead.6 The 
issue of opposites permeates much fiction in the late twelfth and the thirteenth 
centuries. The epigraph to this introduction, from the late twelfth-century 
Latin story collection Dolopathos, points to this preoccupation with opposites, 
suggesting that the value of opposites is that they force the audience to judge 
and interpret texts.
 One likely source for the prevalence of contradictions in medieval litera-
ture is the rise of dialectic in the twelfth century. A “species” of logic, as John 
of Salisbury referred to it, dialectic is a method of inquiry that explores oppos-
ing sides of an argument in search of truth.7 Peter Abelard’s twelfth-century 
work Sic et non is a model of dialectic. Sic et non is composed of a series of 
contradictory writings from the Church fathers. It offers no resolution to the 
oppositions it lays out but rather outlines methods of inquiry and the way to 
a resolution. Abelard’s primary directives include exploring the greater con-
text of sententia and considering the multiple meanings of words that will 
allow the learned reader to judge them reasonably.8 Beginning in the twelfth 
century, interpretive acts drew more and more from dialectic. As formal logic 
in the medieval world sought to respond to questions involving seemingly ir-
reconcilable opposites, the application of dialectic expanded in the late twelfth 
century to include literature.
 In vernacular writing, the poetry of the troubadours highlights what Sarah 
Kay has called the “paradox of antitheses” at the base of dialectic.9 Similarly, 
Chrétien de Troyes’ romances often furnish instances of the interplay between 
literature and formal logic: Yvain and Gauvain’s battle at the end of the Che
valier au lion poses a logical dilemma when the narrator explains that the two 
men both love and hate each other at the same time, whereas Fenice is both 
dead and alive near the end of Cligès, and Lancelot is both the exalted hero and 
debased lover of the Queen in the Chevalier de la Charrette.10 These contra-
dictions, or logical minimal pairs—love and hate, life and death, exalted and 
debased—are the foundation of the dialectical method of inquiry.
 As dialectical quaestiones and argumentation influenced courtly literature 
and lyric poetry, they were also prevalent in such popular literature as the 
fabliaux. In his Logic and Humour in the Fabliaux, Roy J. Pearcy has argued 
that the false inferences and logical fallacies inherent in fabliaux narratives are 
based on oppositions of truth and falsehood.11 While this may not be true of 
all fabliaux, many critics have observed that the fabliaux often deal with tricks 
and the creation of falsehoods.12 These tricks are dependent on logical fallacies 
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and the inability of characters to determine what is true from false, right from 
wrong. The audience, especially later readers who transformed these stories, 
is akin to the characters within them, who must interpret the narrative world 
and judge the good from the bad.
 The oppositions in vernacular texts point to one of the dangers of dialectic, 
namely that the immoderate use of dialectic, if not tempered by the other lib-
eral arts, becomes sterile because it only “resolves questions relative to itself.”13 
As John of Salisbury explains, truth is at the center of logic, but dialectic, a 
“species” of logic, “establishes opinion, not truth.”14 In this way, the oppositional 
pairs in the fabliaux deal effectively with the limits of dialectical inquiry and of 
language itself. They do not establish truth but rather lead to opinion and judg-
ment. It would be convenient to claim that the fabliaux systematically critique 
dialectic, but the heterogeneity of the fabliaux suggests that each text posits its 
own relationship to logic. The resolutions of contradictions and conflicts in 
the fabliaux are not focused on the truth, whether absolute or relative to the 
text, as much as they reveal an open-ended interpretation. The dupe in the fa-
bliaux does not need to learn that he has been tricked, unless he retaliates and 
becomes the trickster himself. “Good” and “bad” characters and actions in the 
fabliaux are relative categories, not absolutes. For this reason, the trickster is 
lauded and the dupe mocked. Applying moral terms to these texts counteracts 
the logic of the narratives and runs the risk of limiting interpretations to the 
strictly didactic and reducing the fabliaux to negative exempla.15 Reversal spe-
cifically calls attention to this open, nondidactic interpretation of texts because 
it equates, or at least gives equal weight to, both parts of an opposition.
 The focus on truth and lies in so many fabliaux highlights the interpretive 
poles of these stories. Reversals in the fabliaux ultimately ask the audience to 
judge the tales. Consequently, reversals and calls for judgment in the fabliaux 
expose interpretive choices to the audience. Whereas reversals play on oppo-
sitional pairs, open judgments reveal multiple possibilities.
 The reversals that characterize the fabliaux play a crucial role in challenging 
moralistic and didactic interpretive practices in reading manuscripts. For the 
most part, these manuscripts may be considered anthologies, meaning that 
they are collections of texts with principles of organization.16 This study will 
maintain that the majority of codices preserving fabliaux are in fact antholo-
gies and not miscellanies. Using Theo Stemmler’s definition, an anthology is a 
“careful collection [of works] selected as representative specimens of various 
genres.”17 Because they display a clear order of texts, usually along thematic 
lines, anthologies differ from both miscellanies, which are somewhat arbi-
trary collections of works without any unifying or structuring principles, and 


